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ABSTRACT 
Laub and Linnemann have shown by numerous examples that the system ttessen- 
berg form of a single-input controllable system can be extremely sensitive to perturba- 
tions. However, the question as to which quantities can be used to assess the condition 
of the system Hessenberg form remains unanswered. This paper gives an answer to 
this question. Perturbation bounds and condition umbers for the system Hessenberg 
form of a single-input controllable system are derived in various ways. Moreover, this 
paper also derives perturbation bounds and condition umbers for the Hessenberg-tri- 
angmlar form of a more general single-input controllable system. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (A, b) denote a single-input controllable system 
. /=  Ax + bu, (1.1) 
where A ~2 "×~, b ~2 '~ and x ~,~n,  u ~ are the state and the input of 
the system, respectively. The symbol ~2 "~×" denotes the set of real m × n 
matrices, ~"  = ~2 "× 1 and ~ = ~,t. 
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DEFINITION 1.1 [8]. A controllable system (H, h) is said to be in system 
Hessenberg from (SHF) if 
H = 
hi1 
h21 
0 ° 
hn, n_1 
hi. 
hnn 
h = 
o 
(1.2) 
with h~. j_ 1 > 0 for all j. 
It is known that one can use an orthogonal matrix to transform a 
controllable system (A, b) into the SHF (1.2), and the SHF (1.2) is an 
important tool in control theory (see [5-8, 11]). 
The following theorem states the uniqueness of the SHF of a controllable 
system. 
THEOREM 1.2 [8]. For each controllable system (A, b) there exists 
exactly one orthogonal matrix Q and exactly one system ( H, h) in SHF such 
that 
( QrAQ, Qrb ) = ( H, h ), (1.3) 
where QT denotes the transpose of Q. 
We refer to 
A = QHQ ~, b = Qh 
as the system Hessenberg decomposition of the controllable system (A, b). 
Laub and Linnemann [8] have shown by numerous examples that SHFs 
can be extremely ill conditioned. A first-order perturbation analysis has been 
presented in [8]. However, as far as the author knows, it is still an open 
question how ill-conditioned SHFs can be detected [8]. To find computable 
or estimable perturbation bounds and condition umbers of the SHF (H, h) 
is an interesting problem. In this paper we study this problem in various ways 
and give a solution to the open question. 
The first way to study the problem is to reduce the problem of finding 
perturbation bounds of the SHF (H, h) to the problem of finding perturba- 
tion bounds for the QR factorization of the controllability matrix K consisting 
of the Krylov vectors b, Ab . . . . .  A n- lb. By this way we derive both norm- 
wise and componentwise p rturbation bounds of (H, h) in Sections 4 and 5. 
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Although using the Krylov vectors directly to compute the matrix K can be 
unstable [3, 11, 22, 24], the obtained perturbation results have at least 
theoretical interest. The results of Sections 4 and 5 show that if the system 
(A, b) is very nearly uncontrollable then the SHF (H, h) of the system 
(A, b) is very ill conditioned. This fact just coincides with the analysis in [S, 
Sect. 4], where Laub and Linnemann illustrated the fact by numerous 
examples. 
To obtain sharper perturbation bounds for the SHF, in Section 3 we first 
derive new perturbation bounds (both normwise and componentwise) of the 
orthogonal factor Q in the QR factorization by using the technique described 
in [18] and [191. 
The second way to study the problem is to apply the fixed-point heory 
and to use the technique described in [7, 20, 21] to derive perturbation 
bounds of the SHF (H, h) from the relation (1.3) directly. In Section 6 we 
first derive perturbation equations. In Section 7 we discuss some basic 
properties of the operator L (defined below by (6.11)) and the function 
l( H, h) (defined below by (7.11)), which are important for studying perturba- 
tion bounds for the SHF. In Section 8 we prove a perturbation theorem. 
In Section 9 we give an answer to the question as to which quantities can 
be used to assess the condition of the SHF of a controllable system. In 
Section 10 we present some results of numerical tests. Moreover, in Section 
11 we derive perturbation bounds and condition numbers for the system 
Hessenberg-triangular form (SHTF) of a more general controllable system, 
and in Section 12 we give a remark on perturbations of the Hessenberg form 
of a matrix. 
Throughout this paper we use the following notational conventions. A* is 
the Moore-Penrose inverse of A. I is the identity matrix, 0 is the null matrix, 
and I ('') and 0 (") are the identity and null matrices of order n, respectively. 
The symbol A( ) denotes the set of the eigenvalues of a matrix or an 
operator, and the spectral radius p(A) of a matrix A is defined by 
p(A)  = max{I, ,l : A)} .  
~,,×,,(~,,,x,,) denotes the set of n x n upper (strictly upper) triangular 
matrices, _~,x, the set of n × n strictly lower triangular matrices, and 
_~,xn the set of n x n diagonal matrices. IL LI,2 denotes the Euclidean vector 
norm and the spectral matrix norm and ]1 I[F the Frobenius matrix norm. 
Obviously, any X ~ ~/~" x, can be split uniquely as 
X = X[. + X D + X u, XL ~.~s,,x,, XD ~..~-n×,, Xu ~ 2d,,x, 
(1.4) 
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The matrices X L, XD, X U of (1.4) are denoted by 
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X L = low(X),  X D = cliag(X), X U = up(X) .  (1.5) 
The relation (1.5) gives the definition of the operators low(), diag(), and 
up( ) defined on jg~n Xn [7, 20, 21]. 
Similarly, we can define -~s nx("+l) and the operator low( ) on ,p/~,x(,+l) 
For a vector a = (c~ 1, c~ 2 . . . . .  an)r ~n,  we define low(a) = (0, oe2,..., 
Oln ) T. 
Moreover, for A = (a l . . . . .  a n) = (oqj) ~/~mxn, we define 
A( I :  k) = (a I . . . . .  ak) , [AI = (la,jl), 
{2~j if i ~<j 
tr iu(A) = ( r i j )  , riJ = otherwise, 
(1.6) 
and 
ceij i f i~<j+ 1 1 
uhess(A) = (rhj), rhJ = 0 otherwise. ( o7~ 
2. THE SHF AND THE QR FACTORIZATION 
Given a controllable system (A, b), where A ~92 "z" and b ~2 n. Let 
Q = (q l , ' . . ,  q,,) be the orthogonal matrix of (1.3), where (H, h) is the SHF 
expressed by (1.2). It is evident hat 
ql = b / l lbl lz,  
and by the implicit Q theorem [4, Theorem 7.4.2], the column vectors 
q2 . . . . .  q, are uniquely determined by ql. 
Since the system (A ,b )  is controllable, the controllability matrix K 
defined by 
= (b,  ab,  . . . ,  A" - lb )  (2.1) 
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is nonsingular. Moreover, referring to [4, Theorem 7.4.3] we have 
QrK = (h ,  Hh . . . . .  H" -  ~h) = R, (2.2) 
J 
where R = (rij) is an upper triangular matrix with positive diagonal elements 
k 
rkk = I - Ih j . j  1 fork = 1,2 . . . . .  n. (2.3) 
j= l  
Therefore, the relation (2.2) gives the unique QR faetorization of the matrix 
K 
K = 9R,  (2.4) 
where Q is the orthogonal matrix that transforms (A, b) into the SHF (H, h). 
The above analysis uggests that for seeking perturbation bounds of the 
SHF (H,  h) we can first study the perturbation of the orthogonal factor Q in 
the QR factorization (2.4) of K. 
3. THE ORTHOGONAL FACTOR Q IN THE 
QR FACTORIZATION 
Let K ~,9~ mx" with rank(K)= n. The QR faetorization of K is a 
decomposition of the form K = QR, in which R ~,~xn is an upper 
triangular matrix with positive diagonal elements, and the matrix Q satisfies 
QTQ = i. 
Perturbation Bounds for the QR factorization have been studied by many 
authors (see [1, 2, 9, 15-17, 19, 21, 26]). The following result [21, Theorem 
5.1] gives a normwise perturbation bound of the orthogonal factor Q. 
TttEOREM 3.1. Given K ~2 ''×'' with rank(A) = n. Let K = QR be the 
pR  factorization of  K, and let IF, = K + E K, where En ~m×, ,  satis~j 
ILK*II211EKII2 < 1. (3.1) 
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Then there is a unique QR factorization of I( : I( = Oh, and 
d2llKtlhllEKllv 
II0 - Qllr < 1 -IIKtlI211E~Ih" (3.2) 
Note that by using the technique described in [18] and [19] we can derive 
new perturbation bounds of Q (both normwise and componentwise). By the 
author's numerical tests, the new bounds are better than the known results in 
many cases. 
The following results gives a new normwise perturbation bound of Q. 
THEOREM 3.2. Given K, I( ~9~ nXn with rank(K) = rank(/() = n. Let 
K = QR and I( = Qh be the pRfactorizations of K and I(, respectively, and 
let EI( = I( - K. Then 
II0 - QIIF < IIEK/(tlIF + (EKKt) T + E~K t F- (3.3) 
Proof. Let F=/~-R .  From 
E~K + KrEr  = Frh  + RrF 
we get 
R ~(E~ + K~)h  -1 = (FR-1) ~ + eh~ 
Here the matrix F/~ -1 is upper triangular,(FR-1) T is lower triangular, and 
the corresponding diagonal elements of FR -1 and (FR-1) r are of the same 
sign. Consequently, we have 
IFh-ll < triu([ B-~(E~ + KTE~)h-I[) 
= triu( Qr[ (EKK*)T+ EKI(* Io ), (3.4) 
where triu( ) is defined by (1.6). 
Further, let W = Q - Q. Then it follows from 
~ = wh + QF 
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that 
W = E K I¢*(~ - QFR -1  . 
Combining (3.5) with (3.4) we get 
p. 
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(3.5) 
IIWIIF ~< IIEK/~tlIF + IIF/~-IlIF 
~< IIEK/~tlIF + (EKKt) ~ + EK/~t v" • 
The following result gives a new componentwise p rturbation bound of 
THEOREM 3.3. Let K, Q, R, I£, (~, R, and E K be as in Theorem 3.2, 
and let 
Then if 
we have 
and 
p(E~ ~ o ) < 1, (3.7) 
1(~ - Q[ <~ ( I  - EK,~,Q)-'EK,~,QIQI. (3.8) 
Proof. Let F=/~-R  and IV= 0 -  Q-Fr°m(3"4) and (3-5) we get 
IwI < IEKK*QI + IQI IFR-11 
~< IE,~tl(IQI + rwf) + IQf ~[ (~K*)  ~ + ~K~ t] (fQr + twf) 
= EK, g,Q(IQI + Iwl) 
(I  - EK,~,~)rW[ ~ EK, g,QIQI, (3.9) 
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where EK, g, Q is defined by (3.6). Since EK, g, Q satisfies (3.7), the matrix 
I -  EK, g,Q is nonsingular, and the matrix ( I -  EK, I~,Q) -1 is nonnegative. 
Consequently, from (3.9) we deduce (3.8). • 
Note that even though the orthogonal factor Q is unknown, the bound of 
(3.8) is still estimable, because [QI [QT[ ~ (~ j )  with /zij = 1 for all i , j .  
4. NORMWISE PERTURBATION ANALYSIS OF THE SHF 
In this section we use the relations (1.3), (2.1), (2.2), (2.4) and apply 
Theorems 3.1-3.2 to derive normwise perturbation bounds for the SHF of a 
controllable system. 
THEOREM 4.1. Give a controllable system ( A, b ), where A ~ ~.x .  and 
b ~ ~q~", let Q ~ ~"  ×" be orthogonal such that 
(QTAQ, QTb) = ( H, h) (4.1) 
is the SHF of ( A, b ), and let X -- A + E, g = b + e. Define 
K = (b, Ab . . . . .  A" - lb ) ,  I~ = (b, Ab . . . . .  A"-~[~), (4.2) 
and let 
E~ = /( - K. (4.3) 
if 
~F,K = IIg-lll211EKIh < 1, (4.4) 
then the system ( A, b) is also controllable, and the SHF 
(OTAO, OT/~) = (/4,/t) (4.5) 
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satisfies 
~IIK-11hlIEKIIF 
115 -- QIIF < 1 - I Ig -~ lh l lEK Ih  ~ ~1(~)) '  (4.6)  
I[~q - H[]F < IIEIIF + ,o~/3, (Q)  - /3~(H)  
and 
(4.7) 
then 
R : (h ,  Hh . . . . .  Hn- lh ) ,  R : (h,  Hh . . . . .  t1" 1[~), 
Let 
are the QR faetofizations of K and /(, respectively. Applying Theorem 3.1 
we get the estimate (4.6). 
The estimate (4.8) holds because 
IIh - hlh = l l l lb lhe ,  - I lb lhe l l l~  < 11t5 - bll2 = Ilelh. 
Now we prove the estimate (4.7). From (4.1) and (4.5) 
A = QHQ r, A = (~I4() 7'. (4.10) 
w = ~ - O ,  c = ~ - H .  (4 .11)  
where 
O) A "~ II/® A - A T ® 1112, (4.9) 
in which A ® B =- (a i jB)  is a Kronecker product. 
Proof. It is evident that under condition (4.4) the system (_A,/~) is 
controllable. Consequently, there is the unique SHF (4.5) of (A, b). From 
(2.1)-(2.4) we know that if we let 
[Ih - hlh < Ilell2, (4.8) 
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Then we have 
and 
From (4.13) 
+ a w = w.  + ¢c  
G = CTE¢ + CTQ[H(QTW)-  (QTW)H]. 
IIGIIF ~ IIEIIF + III ~ H - H T ® I Ihl IWIIF. 
Combining it with 
III ® H - H T ® 1112 = III ® A - A T ® I Ih = (Oa, 
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(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
we derive (4.7). • 
Applying Theorem 3.2, by the same argument as above in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1, we get the following result. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let ( A, b ), (,4, [~), K, I(, and E k be as in Theorem 4.1, 
rank(K)  = rank(/( )  = n, and let Q, Q be the orthogonal matrices that trans- 
form ( A, b) and (2~,/~) into the SHFs ( H, h) and ( H, h). Then 
(4.15) 
lip - QIIF <~ I I EK /<- I l I F  ÷ (EKK-1) T + EK I~-I F 
II/~ - HIIF ~ IIEIIF + WA /32(Q) ~ /32(H). 
-=/32(Q), 
REMARK 4.3: ON THE SENSITIVITY OF THE SHF (H, h) AND THE CON- 
TROLLABILITY OF THE SYSTEM (A ,  b). From (4.6)-(4.7) and (4.15) we see 
that the quantity IIK-111zlIKLI2 reflects the relative sensitivity of the SHF 
(H, h) of the controllable system (A, b), where K is the controllability matrix 
defined by (4.2). Observe that the single-input system ( A, b) is controllable if
and only if rank(K) = n [25]. Hence, the perturbation resu!ts of this section 
show that if the system (A, b) is very near the uncontrollable ones then the 
SHF (H, h) of the system (A, b) is very ill conditioned. This fact just 
coincides with the analysis in [8, Sect. 4], where Laub and Linnemann 
illustrated the fact by numerous examples. 
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5. COMPONENTWISE PERTURBATION ANALYSIS OF THE SHF 
In this section we use the relations (2.1), (2.4) and apply Theorem 3.3 to 
drive a componentwise perturbation bound for the SHF of a controllable 
system. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let (A, b), Q, (H, h), (A, b), Q, (I4, h), E, e, K, I~, 
and E r be as in Theorem 4.2, and let 
Then if 
we have 
< I, (5.2) 
1~3 QI<( I  E -1 - - ~,~,Q) EK~,QIQI=B(Q),  (5.3) 
I/4 - HI < uhess( ( Ip l  + B(Q))WlEI(IQI + B(Q)) 
+(I  + B(Q)r[Q[)([H[[QITB(Q) +IQ[TB(Q)]HI ) ) -B(H)  (5.4) 
and 
If~ - hi < II/~ - bll2e,, 
where uhess( ) is defined by (1.7). 
(5.5) 
Proof. Applying Theorem 3.3 we get the estimate (5.3) immediately. 
The estimate (5.5) is evident. Therefore we only need to prove the estimate 
(5.4). 
Let W = Q - Q, G =/4  - H. From (4.13) 
IGI < (IQI + IwI)TIEI(IQI + IWl) 
+(I  + IwITIQI)(IHI IQI7 Iwl  + IQIT'IwI IHI). 
Combining it with (5.3) we get (5.4). • 
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6. PERTURBATION EQUATIONS OF THE SHF 
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Now we are going to apply the fixed-point theory to derive perturbation 
bounds of the SHF from the relation (1.3) directly [7, 20, 21]. 
Let (A, b) and (A~,/9) be single-input controllable systems, and let 
A = QHQ T, b = Qh and ~ = O/~Or,/9 = 0k (6.1) 
be the system Hessenberg decompositions of (A, b) and (A, b), respectively. 
Let 
E=z~-A, e=/9-b, w=O- Q, G:IT-H, g=~-h. 
(6.2) 
Then it can be verified that the perturbation matrices W, G and the perturba- 
tion vector g satisfy the equations 
E(~ + AW = WH + QG, e = Wh + (~g. (6.3) 
Let 
E=(~E( ) ,  X=QTW,  $ = Q:re, (6.4) 
Then from (6.3) we get 
G = E + (~TQ(HX -- XH) ,  g = ~ - ()TQXh (6.5) 
and 
IIGIIF < IIEIIF + OJAIIWIIF, (6.6) 
where  o) A is defined by (4.9). 
Thus, the problem of deriving perturbation bounds of the SHF (H, h) is 
reduced to investigating perturbation bounds of the orthogonal factor Q in 
the system He ssenberg decomposition f (A, b), i.e., to seek an upper bound 
of IIW II F = IIQ - QII F for the orthogonal factor Q in the system Hessenberg 
decomposition f ( A, b). 
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Combining (6.5) with the relation 
(~Tp = (p  + W)TQ = I + WrQ = ( I  + x )  T, (6.7) 
we get 
XH - HX = E, + XTHX - XTXH - G ,  Xh  = e - xTxh  -- g 
i.e., 
X(h ,  H)  - H(O, X)  = (~, E) + (0, XTHX) - xTX(h ,  H)  - (g ,G) .  
(6.8) 
Moreover, the relation (6.7) implies that the matrix I + X is orthogonal, i.e., 
X satisfies 
X "}- X T --~ xTx  = O. (6.9) 
Let X ~,~"×" be a solution to Eqs. (6.8)-(6.9). Define the matrices 
X L, X D, X U by (1.4)-(1.5). Then from (6.8) and 
low(X(h ,  H)  - H(0,  X) )  = low(XL(h, H)  - H(0,  XL) ) 
it follows that 
low(Xc(h,  H)  - H(0,  XL) ) 
(6.10) 
= low(~, i )  + low((0, XTHX) -- xTX(h ,  H) ) .  
Define the operator L: ~q'~" x,  _, c,~]~ ×n by 
LX  L = low(XL(h,  H( l :n  - 1)) - H(0,  XL(I :  n -- 1))) ,  
X L E~s n×n. (6.11) 
Then Eq. (6.10) can be rewritten as 
LX L = low(~,/~(1 : n - 1)) (6.12) 
+ low((0, XTHX( I :n  - 1)) - xTX(h ,  H( l :n  - 1))) .  
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Further, the relation (6.9) gives 
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X D = - ½diag(XrX) (6.13) 
and 
x ,  = - up(X X). (6.14) 
In Section 8 we use the perturbation equations (6.12)-(6.14) to seek an 
upper bound of [1X II F. 
7. THE OPERATOR L AND FUNCTION l(H, h) 
Before we go on to derive a perturbation bound of the orthogonal factor 
Q of (A, b) from Eqs. (6.12)-(6.14), it is necessary to discuss the basic 
properties of the operator L defined by (6.11). 
Define ~, ~, Y E,~ nXn by 
= X(h, H( l :n  - 1)), * = H(O, X( l :n  - 1)), y=~-~.  
(7.1) 
It is easy to check that 
~L = l°w(XL(h, H( l :n  - 1))) ,  *L=Iow(H(O, XL(I:n - 1))). 
(7 .2 )  
Thus we have 
YL = ( I )L  - -  ~ I ' tL  = LXL. (7.3) 
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Let 
X = (x~ . . . . .  x,,) = (~, j ) ,  
* = (6~ . . . . .  6n) ,  
and 
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Y = (y ,  . . . . .  yn) = (nu) ,  
'~= (6 ,  . . . . .  6~,), 
~j+ l,j 'lTj+ l,j ) 
x~L) = " , . (L) ~ • 
,£j YJ , 
xl,, 
X (L) = 
• (L )  k Xn- 1 
y(L )  = 
•(L) 1 
l j ( L )  
~n-  I 
~)(L )  = 
4,] L) 
~(1,) 
"4-'n - 1 
¢,~L) 
dr(L) 
It has been proved in [21, Sect. 3] that by the first relation of (7.2) there is a 
lower triangular matrix 
h~o I (" - ~) 0 "- 0 0 
, hz  1I(,, 2) ... 0 0 
* * . ' -  h , , _  2 ,, a I  (2) 0 
* * " ' "  * hn- l.n 2 
(7 .4)  
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such that 
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p = L @ dL). (7.5) 
Moreover, from the second relation of (7.2) we see that the vector 
I)!~‘, as a function of the elements of X,, only contains the elements 
dj-1, tj+l,j-l," . ) 5,. j-I of xj’“‘,. c onsequently, there is a strictly lower 
triangular matrix 
Qp-1’ 0 . . . 0 0 
* o(n-2) . . . 0 0 
L,= : : ‘. : : 
. . . 
* * . . . oC2) 0 
\ * * . . . * 0 
such that 
cc, CL) = L&L)* 
From (7.2)-(7.7) there is a lower triangular matrix 
L = L, - L, 
with diagonal blocks 
(7.6) 
(7.7) 
V-8) 
h 
01 
[(n-l) h 
) 21 
z(n-2) / ..*> h ZC2) h n-2,np3 1 n-l,n-2 (7.9) 
such that 
Y 
CL) = Lx(L)_ (7.10) 
The matrix L is obviously the matrix representation of the operator L defined 
by (6.11). Thus, we have proved the following 
THEOREM 7.1. Let L be the operator defined by (6.11), where (H, h) is 
the SHF of a controllable system (A, b). Then L is nonsingular, and the 
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eigenvalues of L are 
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hlo . . . . .  hlo, h21 . . . . .  h21 . . . . .  hn 2.n-3, hn-2,,~-3,hn I,n-2. 
n -1  n -2  2 
Let (H, h) be the SHF of a eontrollable system (A, b), and let L be the 
operator defined by (6.11). Now we define the function l(H, h) by 
l(H,h)= min IILX, I1~-. (7 .11)  
XI C ..Z~s nxn 
I1 XLIIF= 1 
It is easy to verify that 
l (H ,h)  =IlL 111 ~, (7.12) 
where IlL- ~11 is defined by 
ILL-111 = max IlL 1y l l l r .  
YI,C ~s n×n 
IIYI I1~ -= 1 
Moreover, from Theorem 7.1 we obtain the following 
COROLLARY 7.2. Let l( H, h) be the function defined by (7.11). Then 
0 < l (H ,h)  <~ min{hl0,h2, . . . . .  h, ,,, 2}. 
The following result shows that the function I(H, h) is insensitive with 
respect to perturbations of (H, h). The proof is similar to those of [14, 
Theorem 4.6; 20, Theorem 3.2], and so we omit it here. 
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THEOREM 7.3. Let (H, h) be the SHF of a controllable system (A,  b), 
and let 
{ gll 
0 gn,n-1 
g l .  
gnn 
g= 
Then 
l (H ,h )  - Oc, g < I (H  + G,h  + g) <~ l (H ,h )  + Oc, g, 
where 
0c, g = v/Ill ¢~ G - G T ~ 11122 + Ilgll~ • 
REMARK 7.4. Given the SHF (H, h) of a controllable system (A, b), 
then the function l (H, h) is computable. In fact, by the above-mentioned 
analysis, we have 
l (H,  h) = 1[L-1112 -1, (7.1a) 
where L, as the matrix representation of the operator L, is computable 
according to (7.1)-(7.8). For example, for n = 5 the matrix L has the form 
L= 
h~o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 hlo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 hi0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 hlo 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-h32 d11,33 -h34 -h35 h21 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -h43 du,44 -h45 0 h21 0 0 0 0 
0 0 -h54 d11,55 0 0 h21 0 0 0 
0 0 h12 0 -h43 d22,44 -h46 h32 0 0 
0 0 0 h12 0 - h54 d2z, 55 0 h32 0 
0 0 0 h13 0 0 h23 -h54 d33,55 h43 
where dii j j  = h~i - hjj for all i , j .  
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Let (H, h) be the SHF of a controllable system (A, b), and let L be the 
operator defined by (6.11). Then by Theorem 7.1 the operator L is nonsingu- 
lar. Therefore, Eqs. (6.12)-(6.14) can be rewritten as a continuous mapping 
f:  ~,,×,, ~ , ,x , ,  expressed by 
XL = L - l ( l °w(  ~,/~1)) + L - l ( l °w( (  0, XrHX,) - XrX( h, H1))), 
H D = --½diag(XrX),  (8.1) 
xu = -x [  - np(X~X) ,  
where /~l =/~(1: n - 1), X 1 = X(1 : n - 1), and H 1 
Observe the following facts: 
(1) By (7.12), IlL-ill = 1/l(n, h). 
(2) Let X = (x 1 . . . . .  xn). Then from 
=H( l :n -  1). 
n--'2 
I l low(0, T 2 x Hx )ll  = E IxTH / II \ 
j= l  /=j+2 
n -2  
< IIHII~ E ~ IIx~ll~llxjll~ 
j= l  i=j+2 
n - -2  
< Ilgll~ 2(n - - ] )  IIx,ll~ , 
i=1 
we get 
Illow(0, XTHX1)II n-2  
2(n - 1) 
IIHII211XII~. 
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Moreover, we have 
Illow(X'X(h, H1))II~ ~ Illow( X~X)(h, H( l :n  - 2)) I1~ 
~ II(h, H( l :n - 2))lldl]ow(XTx)ll~ 
n- -1  
~ II(h, H(I: n - 2))11211XI1~. 
(3) We have 
Illow(L Et)IIF ~< II(E, e)llF, Ildiag(XrX)ll~ ~< IIXII~, 
err -1  Ilup(Xrx)llF ~ ~ Ilxll~. 
Hence, if we let 
o° l
II(E,e)IIF / n -- 1 
l (H ,h )  ' /xn = V 2n 
and 
(¢n-1  ¢ n -2  ) / l  
II(h, H( l :n  - 2))11~ + 2(n - 1) IIHII2 ( 
then the mapping f expressed by (8.1) satisfies 
IIXLII~ ~ nLIIQ~ + et, 
1 2 IIXDII~ ~ ~IIxIIF, 
(8.2) 
H,h), 
(8.3) 
(8.4) 
IIXuIIF ~ IIXLIIF + ~llxll,~. 
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Let z = (if1, ~'2, ~3 )T C ,~3. Consider the system 
~'1 = 7~1(~'12 "}- ;2 2 q- i f2) Jr- 8l, 
1 2 ;2 = 2(~'1 Jr- C2 2 q- ~32), (8 .5)  
g3 = C, + t* . (C? + C~ 2 + C#).  
From the first two equations of (8.5) 
~1 = 2rh~'2 + 8t, (8.6) 
and from the last two equations of (8.5) 
G = t'~ + 2m, G. (8.7) 
Substituting (8.6)-(8.7) into the second equation of (8.5) we know that ~'2 
satisfies the equation 
05~d 2 - ¢ ' (<)6  + e, ~ = O, (8.8) 
where 
Let 
= 112(2 , ,  + 2 2 05 ~ + " /x,, + ¢(  <)  = 1 - 2<(2n ,  + ~,,).  
(8.9) 
at8 , )  = (¢ (8 / ) )  ~ - 46.;- ' .  (8.10) 
If  A(8 l) >j 0, then 
2,/, (8.1l) 
is a solution to (8.8). Thus from (8.11) and (8.6)-(8.7) we get a solution 
z* = (~'*, ~*, ~'~ )T to the systein (8.5). 
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Let 
~.  = {X: X ~.×. ,  IIZLIIF ~< 6*, IIXDIIF ~< K2*, IIZuIIF ~< if3*}" 
Obviously, 5~z , is a bounded closed convex set of ~,~n× n, and the relation 
(8.4) shows that the continuous mapping f maps ~z* into ~z*. By the 
Brouwer fixed-point heorem (see, e.g., [10, p. 161]), the mapping f has a 
fixed point X* ~S~, ;  i.e., f has a Fixed point X* satisfying 
2 E 1 
IIX*IIF ~< IIz*ll  
V/1 - 2(2, l  + + vrY(-el) 
Moreover, observe that the function A(EI) defined by (8.10) can be expressed 
by 
A(Sl) = 1 - 4(2r/i + ~,Ln)e l - -  2(2~ 2 "~- 1)eft, (8.12) 
and A(e l) >/ 0 is equivalent to 
E l ~ (8.13) 
2(27/1 + /x.) + ¢4(2r  h + ~.)2 + 2(2/~2 n .}_ 1) 
Hence, we have proved the following result. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let (A, b) and (A, b) be controllable systems, and let 
the system Hessenberg decompositions of (A, b) and (A, b) be expressed by 
(6.1), where A = A + E, b = b + e. Let to A, El, tx,, *ll, and A(e/) be defined 
by (4.9), (8.2), (8.3), and (8.12), respectively. I f  e z satisfies the condition 
(8.13) (or equivalently, A( e l) >i 0), then 
2 E l 
115 - QIIF ~< ~/3(Q,  et), 
¢1-  2(27/1 + [.Ln)e l -1 -  
II/~ - HIIF <~ IIEIIF + O~A fl( Q, et) =- ~( H, el), 
(8.14) 
II/~ - hl12 ~< Ilell2 ~ ~(h) ,  
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REMARK 8.2. For small e 1 the upper bound /3(Q, e t) defined by the 
first estimate of (8.14) has the Taylor expansion 
9. CONDITION NUMBERS FOR THE SHF 
We now give an answer to the question as to which quantities can be used 
to assess the condition of the SHF of a controllable system. 
Let (A, b) be a controllable system, and let K be the controllability 
matrix defined by (2.1). The results of Section 4 show that the quantit3; 
IIK-11121lKII2 can be regarded as a relative condition number for the SHF 
(H, h) of the system (A, b). Obset;ve that using (2.1) directly to compute the 
matrix K can be numerically unstable [3, 11, 22, 24]. Hence, we study the 
conditioning of the SHF (H, h) by using the results of Section 8, where the 
fimction I(H, h) is numerically stable. 
From (8.14), (8.15), and (8.2) we see that if II(E, e)llF "~ 1 then we have 
II0 - QIIF ~ - -  
l( H ,  h) 
• II(E, e)l lF + O( I I (E ,  e ) l l~) ,  
I IQ-@IF ~II (A,b) I IF  II(E,e)IIF (( l l (E,e)l lr)  2) 
IIQIIF ~< l(Hih-S " II(A, b)ll~, + O II(A,b)ll~ ' 
) IIU - HIIF ~ 1 + l( U,h--------) "II( E,e)IIF + O(ll( E,e)ll~), 
[I/t--HI[F ( X/-ff~On )ll(A,b)llF II(E,e)IIF 
IIHIIF ~< 1 + l( H, h-------~ I IAII~ II(A,b)IIF 
+o ll(A,;-)?; ' 
II/~ - hlle ~ Ilel12, 
lib - hi[2 
Ilhl12 
Ilel12 4- -  
Ilbl12' 
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where I(H, h) and o) A are defined by (7.11) and (4.9), respectively. Conse- 
quently, according to J. Rice [13, Sections 1-2] we may define absolute 
condition numbers C~bs(Q), Cabs(H) , Cabs(h) and relative numbers Crel(Q) ,
Crel(H) , Crel(h) of Q, H, h by 
~- ~ I1( A, b)llr 
Cabs(Q) l(H, h) '  Crel(Q) = l(H, h) ' (9.1) 
~2% ( v~% )I}(A,b)IIF 
Cabs(H) = 1 + l(H,h------ S, Cr.l(H ) = 1 + l(n,h) IIAIIF ' 
(9.2) 
and 
Cabs(h ) = Cr~l(h ) = 1. (9.3) 
Equations (9.1)-(9.3) show two obvious facts: (1) The vector h is per- 
fectly conditioned, and (2) the quantity 1/l(H, h) is a key factor of the 
condition numbers of Q and H. 
A first-order perturbation analysis presented by Laub and Linnemann [8] 
shows that the subdiagonal elements hj, j_ 1 of the SHF are relevant for the 
sensitivity of the SHF. From Corollary 7.2 we can understand this fact, 
because 
1/min{hto,h2~ ... . .  h~-l,n 2} < 1/ l (H,h)  < +~. 
But just as Laub and Linnemann [8] pointed out, the numbers hi, j 1 cannot 
serve as condition numbers for the SHF. 
10. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
Now we present some results of numerical tests. 
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EXAMPLE 10.1 [8]. Consider the system (A,  b) with 
835 
A = 
-4  0 0 0 0 
a - 3 0 0 0 
0 a - 2 0 0 
0 0 a -1  0 
0 0 0 a 0 
b = 
1 
0 
0 , 
0 
0 
(~o.i) 
where a is some fixed small positive number. Let K, Q, and B be the 
matrices expressed by (2.1)-(2.2). Computat ion gives {i 4 6 64 G)  a - 7a 37ce, - 175a 
K = R = 0 a 2 -9a  ~ 55a 2 
0 0 a :~ - 10a 3 
0 0 0 a ~ 
Since rank(K)  = 5, the system (A,  b) is controllable. Let (H,  h) be the SHF 
of ( A, b). Obviously, we have H = A, h = b, Q = I (~). 
Take 
E 0 
\ 
2 - 2 3 - 1 0 / 1 3 -2  -1  -3  1 5 2 , 0 2 -2  1 
-2  1 l 4 
C 0 = 
4 
2 • 
1 
3 
Let E = eE0, e = eeo, A=A +E, [) =b +e, and let / ( ,E  K be the 
matrices defined by (4.2)-(4.3). Some numerical results on perturbation 
bounds for the SHF  (H,  h) obtained by applying Theorems 4.1, 4.2, 5.1, and 
8.1 and using MATLAB are listed in Table 1, where 3aK, EK. K, 9 and A(e l) 
are defined by (4.4), (5.1), and (8.12), t~l(H), [32(H), [3(H), ~(H, el), and 
fi(h) are perturbation bounds for H and h def ined by (4.7), (4.15), (5.4), and 
(8.14), respectively. 
Reeall that in Seetion 9 we have defined the absolute and relative 
condition numbers Cabs(H) and cr~,l(H) of H by (9.1)-(9.2), and it is known 
that the quantity 1/I(H, h) is a key faetor of the condition numbers. The 
values of the quantities GB~(H), G~I(H), and i l l(H, h) for this example are 
listed in Table 2. From the results we see that the system Hessenberg factor 
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TABLE 1" 
1.00e - 07 1.00e - 09 1.00e - 11 1.00e - 13 
~EK 5.7021e + 01 5.7021e -- 01 5.7021e -- 03 5.6978e -- 05 
p(EK, ~, Q) 1.8081e -- 01 1.8737e -- 03 1.8743e -- 05 1.8741e -- 07 
A(~'l) -3.6809e + 03 -3.5819e + 01 6.3181e - 01 9.9632e - 01 
II/~ - HNF 1.6767e -- 03 1.6766e -- 05 1.6766e -- 07 1.6766e -- 09 
/31(H) - -  7.5267e + 00 3.2535e - 02 3.2326e - 04 
/32(H) 7.5048e - 01 7.7892e - 03 7.7921e - 05 7.7907e - 07 
IIB(H)IIF 3.3065e - 01 2.8651e - 03 2.8616e - 05 2.8589e - 07 
[3(H, c t) - -  - -  - -  1.7771e - 07 
Iii - h l12 2.0000e - 07 2.0000e - 09 2.0000e - 11 1.9984e - 13 
/3(h) 5.8310e - 07 5.8010e - 09 5.8010e - 11 5.8312e - 13 
a Take a = 1.00e - 01. 
H is ill condi t ioned when a = 1.00e - 01, and H is very ill condi t ioned 
when a = 1.00e - 2, 1.00e - 03. 
REMARK 10.2. It is worthwhi le  to point  out the fol lowing facts on the 
computat ion  of  the upper  bounds i l l (H) ,  /32(H), IIB(H)[IF, and /3 (H) fo r  
I In - HIIF: 
(1) The computat ion  of  /31(H), [32(H), and IIB(H)IIF is based on the 
computat ion  of  the control labi l i ty matrix K def ined by (2.1). Note  that using 
(2.1) directly to compute  the matrix k can be unstable. 
(2) There  are numerical ly  stable algorithms to compute  the upper  bound 
/3(H,  61). For  comput ing  /3(H,  el) , we need to know not only (A ,  b) and 
(A ,b ) ,  but also the SHF  (H ,  h) of  the system (A ,  b). 
(3) To apply Theorems 4.1, 5.1, and 8.1 to compute  the upper  bounds 
/31(H), B (H) ,  and /3(H ,  el), we need the condit ions 6EK < 1, p(EK, g, Q) < 1 
and A(e  t) /> 0, respectively. The  author's numer ica l  tests show that the 
condit ion A(e  1) >/ 0 is stronger than the condit ion 8e~ < 1, and the condi-  
t ion 8eK < 1 is stronger than the condit ion p(EK, K, Q) < 1. 
TABLE 2 
a 1.00e + 00 1.00e - 01 1.00e - 02 1.00e - 03 
1ill(H, h) 3.4910e + 01 2.4839e + 04 2.4740e + 07 2.4739e + 10 
Cabs(H) 2.2403e + 02 1.4071e + 05 1.3995e + 08 1.3994e + 11 
Crel(H) 2.2730e + 02 1.4304e + 05 1.4226e + 08 1.4226e + 11 
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(4) The author's numerical tests show that the upper bounds /32(H), 
P]B(H)Ilr, and /3(H, e t) are better than /31(H), and the componentwise 
upper bound B(H)  reveals the structural characteristic of the perturbation 
of H. 
11. PERTURBATION ANALYSIS OF THE SHTF 
11. I. System Hessenberg- Triangular Forms 
Let (M, A, b) denote a more general single-input linear system 
M,~ =/~ + bu, (11.1.1) 
where A, M ~,¢2 "×", M is nonsingqllar, b ~92'", and x ~,n ,  u ~ '  are 
the state and the input of the system, respectively. The system (M, A, b) is 
called a controllable system if the system (M -~ , A, M- lb )  is controllable. 
DEFINITION 11.1 [8]. A controllable system (T, H, h) is said to be in 
system Hessenberg-triangular form (SHTF) if 
H= 
T= 
hll 
hm 
0 
tlj t12 ... t~n 
i t22 ... t2, ~ 
0 "" t .... 
h] n 
0 0 h,, ,, _ 1 h,,,~ 
, h= 
hi() 
(11.1.2) 
with tj2 > O, hi, j_ 1 > 0 for all j. 
It is known that one can use an orthogonal matrix to transform a 
controllable system (M, A, b) into the SHTF (11.1.2), and the SHTF (11.1.2) 
is an important tool in control theory; (see [5-8, 11]). 
The following theorem states the uniqueness of the SHTF of a control- 
lable system. 
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THEOREM 11.2 [8]. For each controllable system (M, A, b) there exist 
uniquely determined orthogonal matrices P, Q and exactly one system 
(T, H, h) in SHTF such that 
( PrMQ, prAQ, Prb ) = ( T, H, h ). (11.1.3) 
We refer to 
M= PTQ T, A = PHQ T, b = Ph 
as the system Hessenberg-triangular decomposition f the controllable system 
(M, A, b). 
Laub and Linnemann [8] have pointed out that the SHTF of a control- 
lable system can be extremely sensitive to perturbations. In this section we 
use the same technique described in Sections 6-8 to derive perturbation 
bounds for the SHTF. The results of this section show which quantities can 
be used to assess the condition of the SHTF. 
11.2. Perturbation Equations 
Let (M, A, b) and (M, A, b) be controllable systems, and let 
M = PTQ r, A = PHQ r, b = Ph (11.2.1) 
and 
• i = ~f0  T, X = ~(5  T, fi = e'~ (n .e .2)  
be the system Hessenberg-triangular decompositions of (M, A,b) and 
(5/i, 27, b), respectively. Let 
F--- 2~-M,  E =A-A ,  e =/~-b  (11.2.3) 
and 
z=iS -e ,  w=O - Q, K=~ - T, 
(11.2.4) 
G=~-H, g=~-h. 
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Then it can be verified that the perturbation matrices, Z, W, K, G and the 
perturbation vector g satisfy the equations 
E~5 +AW=ZH+iPG,  F d + MW=ZT+/SK,  
Let 
and 
Then from (11.2.5) 
and 
e = Zh + lS~. 
(1] .2.5 ) 
/~ = /~rF0, /~ = /;TEQ, 2 = fire (11.2.6) 
Y = PTz, X = QrW. (I1.2.7) 
G =i+~Tp(HX-  YH), 
IIGIIr ~ IIEIIF + 0HII(Y, X)ll,~, 
K = # + #Tf ( rx  - Y r )  (11.2.s) 
IIKII~ ~ IIFII~, + 0TII(Y, X)ll,~', 
(1 1.2.9) 
where 
OH=I I ( I®H,  Hr®I) I I2 ,  OT=I I ( I®T,Tr®I ) I J , z .  (11.2.10) 
Observe that from (11.2.7) and (11.2.4) 
II(Y, x)liF = N(z, w)il~. = ( i -  v, O - O)it~. 
tlence, the problem is reduced to investigate perturbation bounds of the 
orthogonal factors P and Q, i.e., to seek and upper bound of rl(Y, X)lIv. 
Combining (11.2.8)with the relation 
~Tp = (p  + Z) rp  = 1 + zTP = ( I  + y ) r  (11.2.11) 
840 
we get 
r (h ,  u )  - u(o, x) = (~, ~) + (0 , r~ux)  
- YTy(h, H) - (g,G), 
YT -  TX = F + Y T"TX- y TyT-  K. 
Moreover, the matrices Y, X satisfy 
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(il.2.12) 
L(Y L, XL) = (low(YL(h, H( l :n  - 1)) 
-H(0 ,  XL(I: n -- 1))), low(YLT - TXL) ). 
(11.2.14) 
Let 
X, = X(X:n  - 1), H 1 = H( l :n  - 1), i~ =/~(1:  n - 1). 
Then from (11.2.12) 
L(YL, XL) = (low((O, yTnXl) - YTy(h, H1)), 
low(yTTX- yTyT)) 
+ (low( , 
Further, the relations of (11.2.13) give 
(YD, XD) = -- ½(diag(Y ~Y ), diag(XT"X)) 
(11.2.15) 
(11.2.16) 
(11.2.17) 
Let (Y, X) be a solution to Eqs. (11.2.12)-(11.2.13). Define the matrices 
YL, XL, YD, XD, YtJ, Xu by (1.4)-(1.5), and define the operator L: ~"×"  × 
~s nxn - - '~s nxn X~s  n×n by 
y + yT  + yry  = 0, X -[- X T -]- xTx  = O. (11.2.13) 
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and 
(¥v ,  Xu)  = - ( r [ ,  X [)  - (up(yTy) ,up(  XTx) ) .  (11.2.18) 
In Seetion 11.4 we use the perturbation equations (11.2.16)-(11.2.18) to
seek an upper bound of ]](Y, X)IIF. 
11.3. The Operator L and Function I(T, H, h) 
Before we go on to derive a perturbation bound of the orthogonal factors 
P, Q from Eqs. (11.2.16)-(11.2.18), it is necessary to discuss the basic 
properties of the operator L defined by (11.2.14). 
Define V, U ~aN 'x" by 
V = Y(h,  H( l :n  - 1)) - H(0 ,  X ( l :n  - 1)),  U = YT - TX. 
It is easy to cheek that 
(VL, UL) - - -~ ( low(YL(h , n ( l :n  - 1)) 
-H(0 ,  X~,(I: n - 1))), low(Y~ T - TXL) ) (11.3.1) 
= L(YL, XL). 
For matrices Y = (Yl . . . . .  y,,), X = (x 1 . . . . .  xn), V = (v 1 . . . . .  v,,), and 
U = (u 1, . . . ,  u,),  we define the vectors y~L), x(L), V(L), u(L) ~,..~,,(,, 1)/2 by 
the same way as in Section 7. Then referring to the argument stated in 
Section 7 one can prove that there is a matrix 
L = (Vy - -Vx]  ~3,,0,_,)×~,0,_,  ) G- ~ } ( 11.3.2) 
such that the relation (11.3.1) can be expressed by 
vtL' ] = L( y(L) 
fueL'] x~"))' (11.3.3) 
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where 
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Vy 
hi  ° I (n -  1) 0 
, h21I (" -2)  
o(n  - 1) 0 "'" 0 
* 0 ( '~-2)  "'" 0 
* * " ' "  0 
. o o  
0 / 
0 
hn- l ,n  2 
(11.3.4) 
Uy ~- 
Ux = 
t11i ( ,  l) 0 "'" 0 
. t22 i ( , , -  2) ... 0 
* * "'" tn 1,n - I  
T 2 0 "" 0 
0 T 3 "" 0 
0 0 "-  t,,~ 
(11.3.5) 
in which 
= 
t j j  t j , j+  1 "'" t in 
0 t j+ l , j+  1 "'" t j+ l ,  n 
0 0 "-- tnn 
, j=2  . . . . .  n -  1, Tn=tnn .  
(11.3.6) 
The relation (11.3.3) means that the matrix L is the matrix representation of
the operator L defined by (11.2.14). 
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From (11.3.2)-(11.3.6) 
n - '2 n 2 det L = ( -1) '~° ' -~/2(t~h~o) (t22h2~) ... t,, ~,,,-~h,,-~,n-2 ~ O. 
Consequently, we have the following 
THEOREM 11.3. Let L be the operator defined by (11.2.14), where 
(T, H, h) is the SHTF of a controllable system (M, A, b). Then L is nonsin- 
~ular. 
Let (T, H, h) be the SHTF of a controllable system (M, A, b), and let L 
be the operator defined by (11.2.14). Now we define the fimction 
l(Z, H, h) = rain IIL(YL, X~)IIF. (11.3.7) 
~'L, X I ,~s  nxa 
"IIKYL, XL)IIF-- I 
Then we have 
l(Z, H,h) = IIt-~ll -~, 
where IlL Ill is defined by 
IIt-~ll = min ILL-' (Vt., UL)Ile. 
VL ' el ~ ~n x n 
If(E L , UI)II~-= I 
(u.a.s) 
One can prove that the function I(T, H, h) is insensitive with respect o 
perturbations of (T, H, h) [14, Theorem 4.6; 20, Theorem 3.2]. Now we state 
the conclusion. 
THEOREM 11.4. 
( M, A, b ), and let 
Let (T, H, h) 
I k01 k~2 ... ks, '
k22 ... k2n 
K= 
be the SHTF of a controllable system 
G = 
gll . . . . . .  
g21 
0 . . 
0 0 g . , .  1 
gin / ' 
~nn 
~10 
0 
0 
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Then 
l(T,H,h) - OK,a,g <~ l(T + g,H + G,h + g) <<, l(T,H,h) + O~,a.g, 
where 
O~'c'g= ( (g 'G( l :n -1 ) ) r  I®G) 
11.4. A Perturbation Theorem 
Let (T, H, h) be the SHTF of a controllable system (M, A, b), and let L 
be the operator defined by (11.2.14). Then by Theorem 11.3 the operator L is 
nonsingular. Therefore, Eqs. (11.2.16)-(11.2.18) can be rewritten as a contin- 
uous mapping f: ~nxn x~.X~ __.~,.xn X 3-~x,, expressed by 
(YL, XL) = L-I(low((0, YrHX1) - rrY(h, H1)),low(yrTx- yTyT)) 
+ L- '  (low(&/~,), low(/~)), 
(YD, XD)  = --  ½(diag( YrY ), diag(XrX)), 
(11.4.1) 
(Yu, Xu) = - (Y~, X~) - (up(yry),up(XrX)), 
where X 1, H 1, 21 are  defined by (11.2.15). 
Observe the following facts [20]: 
(1) By (11.3.8), IlL-ill = 1/l(T, H, h). 
(2) From 
II(low(0, r Hx,),low(r Tx))ll  lv/,A,  + IIM[IZglI(Y, X)II  
and 
II(low(r r(h, HO ),low( rT) )ll  
In -1  b 2 ~< ----~---n (1[( A, )II2+IIMII~)II(Y,X)II~, 
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we get 
II0ow((O, y~ux,) - yTr (h ,  . , ) ) , l ow( r 'TX  - Y~YT))IIF 
(1 ~--1) 
<~ -~ + ~ ~/ll( A,b)ll~ + IIMII~II(Y, X)ll~-. 
(3) From (11.2.6) 
(4) We have 
II(diag(Y Ty), diag(xTx))  [IF ~< I[(Y, X)II~', 
~/n II(Y, X)[l~.. 1 II (nP(Y ~'Y ), up( X rX ))11F ~ 2 ,-----7 
Hence, if we let 
and 
II(F, E, e)llF _/ n -- 1 
et -  I (T,H,h) Ix,, = V ~ 
~t = + tz,, l(Y, H, h) 
then the mapping expressed by (11.4.1) satisfies 
II(YL, X~.)IIF < ~zlI(Y, X)ll~ + ~z, 
II(Yo, XO)IIF ~ ½[l(Y, X)ll~', 
II(Yu, xu)ilF ~< II(Y, x)IIF + u,,ll(Y, x)ll~. 
(11.4.2) 
(11.4.3) 
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By the same argument as above in Section 8 we obtain the following 
result. 
THEOREM 11.5. Let ( M, A, b) and ( M, A, b) be controllable systems, 
and let the system Hessenberg-triangular decompositions of ( M, A, b) and 
(M, A, b) be expressed by (11.2.1) and (11.2.2), respectively, where M = M 
+ F, A = A + E, b = b + e. Let Oh, OT, el, tx,, and tit be defined by 
(11.2.10), (11.4.2), and (11.4.3), respectively, and let 
A(e)  = 1 - 4(2T h + t t , , ) s , -  2(2/x] + 1)~?. 
I fA(e  l) >~ 0, then 
e) 
2 e~ 
¢1  - 2(2~ h + /x.)e 1 + l /~e l )  
- t (e, Q, 
l IT-  T[IF < IIFIIF -4- OTfl(e,p,  el), (11.4.4) 
IIn - HIIF < IIEIIF + OH3(P,Q, ez), 
liT, - hPI2 < Ilell2. 
REMARK 11.6. For small e t the upper bound [3(P, Q, e l) defined by the 
first estimate of (11.4.4) has the Taylor expansion 
e, o. 
Combining it with (11.4.4) and (11.4.2) and referring to Section 9, we may 
define absolute and relative condition umbers of (P, Q), T, H, h by 
¢g I[(M, A, b)Jlr 
eabs(P'(~) l (T ,H ,h ) '  Cret(P'Q) = ~nl (T ,H ,h ) '  ( l l .4.5) 
Cabs(T ) = 1 + 
l(T, H, h) ' 
Crel(T ) = (1 
f'-~ O r + 
l(T, H, h) 
II(M, A, b )[IF 
IIMIIF 
(11.4.6) 
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c u (u) - 1 + 
V~ Ou 
l(T, H, h) ' 
v~0,  ) I I (M,A,b) I IF 
%~(H) = 1+ l (T,H,h)  IIAII,~ 
(11.4.7) 
and 
Cabs(]/) = cM(h ) : 1. (11.4.8) 
Equations (11.4.5)-(11.4.8) show two obvious facts: (1) The vector h is 
perfectly conditioned and (2) the quantity 1/l(r, H, h) is a key factor of the 
condition umbers of (P, Q), r and H. 
12. A REMARK ON THE HESSENBERG DECOMPOSITION 
It is known that any A ~ ~'" ×" can be factored as 
A = QHQ T, (12.1) 
where Q = (ql . . . . .  q,~) ~"×"  is orthogonal, and H = (hij) ~9/' '×' '  is 
upper ttessenberg, i.e., hij = 0 whenever i > j  + 2. We refer to (12.1) as 
the Hessenberg decomposition, and H a Hessenberg form of A. We know 
that the Hessenberg decomposition is an important tool in numerical linear 
algebra nd control theo~ [4, 23, 24]. 
An upper Hessenberg matrix H is said to be unreduced if hj,j i 4= 0 for 
all j. We consider here only unredueed Hessenberg tbrms. 
Note that the technique and results of this paper can be used to the 
Hessenberg decomposition provided that we restrict the subdiagonal ele- 
ments hi, j 1 > 0 for all j and let b = ql (i,e., h = e~, the first cohunn 
vector of I('°). 
Observe that the system Hessenberg decomposition of a controllable 
system ( A, b) is uniquely determined (see Theorem 1.2), but a matrix A can 
have infinitely many unreduced Hessenberg forms with positive subdiagonal 
elements. Hence, from the fact that an unreduced Hessenberg form of A is 
ill conditioned we cannot assess that all the unreduced Hessenberg forms of 
A are ill conditioned. Does a well-conditioned unreduced Hessenberg form 
of A always exist? This question is still open [8]. 
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